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In the Network Society “Reading” of the Act of Transformation
―Differences Over the Identity of Texts and Media
MAENO HIROMU
School of Social Information Studies
Abstract
This paper is about modern day network society which focuses on the transformational
act of “reading.” In the modern “reading” act, more opportunities are available to read
various digital texts through different forms of media rather than just printed material.
The effect of giving the reader more options will allow better comprehension and under-
standing. In this regard, Walter J. Ong, Niklas Luhman and others offer us a “one-
dimensional” focus based on the preface of Roger Chartier. In addition, the nature of this
transfer dimension is also highlighted.
Key Words（キーワード）
Act of reading（読むという行為），Media（メディア），Texts（テクスト），Print-texts（活
字文字），Digital-texts（デジタル文字），information and communication（情報と伝達）
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